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Communicating Earth science for impact

Environmental Science
Conservation Biology
Ecosystem Science
Marine Science
Ecology
Zoology
Limnology
Oceanography
Aquatic Science
Atmospheric science
Conservation Science

Public attitudes
Public opinion
Public behaviour
Public actions

Policy action
Legislation change

Process change
Technological adaptations

Media
Communication



Everything matters in the communication 
transaction

Message

Message 
recipient

Media / Mode
1

Messenger
2

3

4

Online video
Newsletter
Opinion article
News media



Health care, 28.7

Education, 9.4

Crime, 2.9

The environment, 15.5

Immigration, 3.5

The economy, 23.1

Terrorism, 0.2

Poverty, 15.9

None of these, 0.8

What is the most important issue for New 
Zealand today?

International Social Survey Programme (Environment) 2021 (N=993)



Strategic 
message 
framing is:

increasing the salience of 
selected aspects of 
communication to promote 
understanding, 
interpretation, evaluation, or 
treatment of those aspects 
(Entman,1993).



Framing Earth science:

• to elicit support for environmental protection

• to influence environmental behaviour

• to motivate participation in collective decisions about 
environmental conservation

• to gain support for an environmental project or policy



Framing Earth science:

• DOES NOT involve purposively distorting scientific evidence or 
exaggerating facts

• DOES NOT involve placing a false spin on an issue

• Rather, for the purpose of effective communication, framing is 
used to give greater emphasis to certain aspects over others 
while remaining true to scientific facts (Nisbet & Newman, 2015).

• In the eyes of the public, scientists don’t risk losing credibility for 
advocating (Lach et al, 2003). Because scientists’ advocacy is 
based on undistorted scientific facts, it is regarded as different 
from those of activists or interest groups (Parsons, 2016). 



Communication frames

1. Problem vs solutions frames

2. Consensus frames

3. Efficacy frames

4. Social norm frames

5. Outcome frames – loss vs gains

6. Distance frames

7. Emotional frames

8. Value-based frames
(Kolandai-Matchett, & Armoudian, 2020).



Problem 
severity frame

• Used to convey urgency

• Risks:
Overwhelming effect
Disbelief 
Pessimism

• Best for problems that are new and 
unknown

• Best when there is a lack of public 
concern

• Best when used with a solution frame
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Solution 
frame

• Used to convey what people can 
do to make a difference

• Best for issues that people are 
already concerned about

• Can be weakened by perceptions 
of social and scientific 
uncertainties

• Effectiveness depends on action 
information and efficacy frames



Consensus 
frame

• Connected to scientific uncertainty 
concerning environmental risks and 
solutions

• E.g. Consensus statement from 
scientists, Historical examples that have 
come to similar conclusions, Weight of 
evidence (+ precautionary framing 
based on the Precautionary Principle1)

• Most impactful when consensus framing 
includes dissimilar sources (e.g. 
industry and conservation)

1 Principle 15, Rio Declaration, 1992



Efficacy 
frame

• Highlights the efficacy of 
individual and collective action

“16,156 individual submission to 
the Ministry for the Environment 
led to the banning of plastic 
microbeads in New Zealand”



Social norm 
frames

1. Beliefs about behaviours that 
others approve or disapprove

2. Beliefs about majority behaviours

E.g. Germany leads the worldwide list 
with a recycling rate of 66 percent1. 

“Recycling is brewed into the culture 
here, and Germany’s commitment to 
the practice is a source of pride for 
some.2”

Risks:

• may trigger increase in bad 
behaviour (if frames not 
complementary)

• diffusion of responsibility (if majority 
good behaviour perceived as 
sufficient)

1 https://www.climateaction.org/news/germany-is-the-worlds-leading-nation-for-recycling
2 https://www.huffpost.com/entry/germany-recycling-reality_n_5d30fccbe4b004b6adad52f8



Outcome 
frames

• Gains from environmental 
actions

• Losses from inaction

“Solar panels will result in 
long-term financial savings”



Distance 
frames

• Local and current frames 
generally more effective

• Important that the 
relevance of spatially or 
temporally distant 
environmental issues are 
emphasised in messages



Emotional 
frames

Used to persuade by eliciting specific 
emotions that can influence 
behaviour and actions 

• Fear appeals – to convey urgency

• Guilt

• Shame

• Love for nature

• Empathy

Photo by Andrea Piacquadio: https://www.pexels.com/photo/collage-of-
portraits-of-cheerful-woman-3807758/







Value-based 
frames

• Anthropocentric (Human-centred)

• Associated with the gains frame. 

• Frequently used, and thought to 
be suitable for general audiences 
(especially those holding 
anthropocentric and self-
enhancing values)

• Risk: encourages instrumental 
conception of nature

• Ecocentric (Nature-centred)







Image credits: Zoos Victoria 

https://www.zoo.org.au



https://www.plasticpollutioncoalition.org/blog/2015/10/27/t
he-turtle-that-became-the-anti-plastic-straw-poster-child

https://www.facebook.com/PlasticPollution/videos/vb.173697869512/101
53719321264513/?type=2&theater

https://www.facebook.com/PlasticPollution/videos/vb.173697869512/10153719321264513/?type=2&theater


“Many scientists shy away 
from the press — or from 
uploading videos that 
show emotion…. We fear 
the simplification and 
inaccuracies … which 
could cause us to lose 
credibility with peers and 
funders. Yet, these routes 
might be the most 
effective way of getting 
information to 
policymakers and citizens, 
and so promoting 
conservation.”

Figgener (2018, p.157)



Are we 
ecocentric or 
anthropocentric?

• New Zealanders’ (n=427) New 
Environmental Paradigm scale score 
was 3.586 (mildly ecocentric) 
(Lovelock et al., 2013)

• New Zealanders’ (n=116) rated an 
ecocentric frames as significantly 
more effective for motivating action 
for marine conservation than 
anthropocentric frames (Kolandai-
Matchett et al., 2021)



Antal, M., & Drews, S. (2015, p.1060)

Expressions of different frames of nature used in English language books 
between 1800 and 2008. 



Questions or 
comments?

THANK YOU!
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